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APPENDIX 4: Kinver and Pattingham 
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1.1 KVHECZ 1 – The Hyde 
 

 
 
 
1.1.1 Statement of heritage significance 
 
The area of ‘Pre 1880s Settlement’ shown on map 2 indicates the historic 
settlement of The Hyde.  Settlement appears to have existed here by the end 
of the 13th century1.  The nature and extent of the settlement during the 
medieval period is, however, currently unknown.  A property called ‘Hyde 
House’ appears to have existed by the early 17th century when George 
Brindley was recorded as living there2.  This house was apparently rebuilt 
during the 18th century although a Grade II Listed dovecote and undesignated 
garden walls are all that survive3.   
 
Hyde Farm, which presumably formed part of the Hyde House estate, has 
been identified as exhibiting a regular courtyard plan form.  These plan forms 
are strongly associated with the industrialisation of farming during the late 18th 
and 19th century and indeed the farm buildings are said to be of 19th century 
date4.  To the east the field system has been tentatively identified as 
‘Reorganised Piecemeal Enclosure’ upon map 2.  This field pattern may have 

                                                
1
 Greenslade et al 1984a: 123 

2
 Ibid: 146 

3
 Staffordshire HER: PRN 02749; Greenslade et al 1984a: 123 

4
 Greenslade et al 1984a: 123 

This product includes mapping data licensed from 
Ordnance Survey © Crown copyright and / or 
database right (2010). Licence no. 100019422 

Map 2: KVHECZ 1 
Refined HLC and 
HER data 
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originated in at least the medieval period as part of an open field arable 
system probably associated with the manor of Kinver or possibly with 
settlement at The Hyde.  Open fields were usually farmed on a rotational 
basis between arable, fallow and other crops.  The fields were divided into 
strips which individual landholders held across the various fields.  The open 
fields within Kinver parish had been enclosed incrementally (as ‘Piecemeal 
Enclosure’) by the end of the 18th century5.  ‘Piecemeal Enclosure’ is typified 
by dog-leg or reverse ‘S’ field boundaries some of which are extant on a 
roughly east-west alignment within the field pattern.  The shorter straight field 
boundaries which lie roughly north-south suggests that this landscape may 
have been reorganised during the 18th or 19th century.  This process may 
have been associated with changes to agricultural practices at this time which 
are evident within the wider Kinver parish.  Within the zone these changes are 
perhaps specifically associated with Hyde Farm.  Some field boundaries have 
been lost since the late 19th century and many of the surviving hedgerows 
have been patched or replaced with fencing6.   
 
Linked to agricultural improvements of the 18th and 19th century are the water 
meadows which lined the River Stour and Mill Brook within the zone.  Water 
meadows were created through cutting artificial channels across the floodplain 
of rivers and steams to encourage an early grass crop and provide winter 
fodder to allow greater numbers of animals to be over-wintered7.  The flow of 
water through the meadows was controlled by sluices, which sometimes 
survive.  The extent to which the watermeadows within the zone survive is 
currently unclear, but there is the possibility for evidence of both water 
channels and sluices to survive. 
 
The Brindley family were related by marriage to Richard Foley, a member of 
the famous ironmaster dynasty, who rented a former fulling mill on the River 
Stour in 1628.  He replaced this watermill with a purpose built ‘slitting mill’ for 
making metal rods8.  Foley’s slitting mill, whilst not the earliest in the county 
(the earliest was built circa 1623) is believed to have advanced the 
procedures involved9.  The Brindley family took over the concern and ran it 
until 1731 when they were declared bankrupt.  The ironworks, however, 
continued to flourish and expand over the next 150 years and was responsible 
for an increase in the population of the area. By 1810 12 workers’ cottages 
are said to have existed although their location is currently unknown10.  By the 
1820s two ironworks were operating at The Hyde (the ironworks and the edge 
tool works shown on map 2).  By the late 19th century the ironworks covered a 
large area, but had been demolished by the turn of the century; the edge tool 
works continued until 191211.  The iron industry at The Hyde was water-
powered and as a consequence large and complex mill ponds were 
established; the earthworks of these appear to survive12.  However, several of 

                                                
5
 Ibid: 137-138 

6
 Google Maps UK 2010 

7
 Birmingham Archaeology 2008: 6 

8
 Ibid: 146; Staffordshire HER: PRN 01176 

9
 Johnson 1967: 114 

10
 Ibid. 

11
 Ibid. 

12
 Staffordshire HER: PRN 54208 
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the mill ponds had begun to silt up by the late 19th century although one still 
retains a small amount of water. 
 
The Staffordshire & Worcestershire Canal was opened in 1770 and its 
location within this zone suggests that the owners of The Hyde ironworks 
were instrumental in defining this portion of its course to bring it alongside the 
complex13.  The canal forms part of the eastern boundary of the zone and 
briefly crosses into it.  Its importance to the history and character of South 
Staffordshire has been identified in its designation as the ‘Staffordshire & 
Worcestershire Canal Conservation Area (073) (cf. map 1). 
 
The site of a further possible watermill has been identified through 
documentary research and the possible remains of a pond bay on the western 
edge of the zone14.  It has been speculated that this site relates to a watermill 
mentioned in the late 15th century. 
 
Woodland forms an important landscape feature of the zone and is particularly 
associated with the site of the ironworks and its associated millpond complex 
(HCTs ‘Other Early Woodland’ and ‘Plantations’). 
 
In 1901 the Kinver Light Railway opened, linking Kinver to Amblecote near 
Stourbridge (cf. map 2)15.  The tramway was operated to transport tourists to 
Kinver, which was increasingly being recognised as a health resort; the 
tramway even promoting Kinver as the ‘Switzerland of the Midlands’16.  
However, the tramway had a short life closing in 1930, however, its line is still 
discernible in the landscape. 
 
Prehistoric and Roman activity recorded across the wider Kinver parish 
suggests that there is a degree of potential for currently unknown sites to 
survive within the project area. 
 

                                                
13

 Staffordshire HER: PRN 01234 
14

 Staffordshire HER: PRN 03524 
15

 Staffordshire HER: PRN 52282 
16

 Greenslade et al 1984a: 118 
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1.1.2 Heritage values: 
 
Evidential value: There is high potential for above and below 
ground archaeological remains to survive across the zone.  This 
includes the settlement and industrial sites at The Hyde and the site 
of a possible watermill to the west as well as the remains of the 
water meadows.  There is also the possibility for currently unknown 
archaeological sites of prehistoric and/or Roman date to survive 
within the zone.  Further research on the archaeology and history of 
the zone would considerably enhance the understanding of the role 
of the settlement and industrial developments at The Hyde in the 
social and economic history of Kinver.  An understanding of the 
development and history of The Hyde Ironworks would contribute to 
our understanding of 17th century ironworking not only in 
Staffordshire, but with the country as a whole. 

High 

Historical value: The Hyde ironworks represents one of the earliest 
known slitting mills in Staffordshire and was associated with the 
Foley family who were instrumental in developing the iron industry of 
the county during this period.  Whilst the ironworks themselves are 
no longer legible the mill ponds associated with them can be 
discerned and water is retained within one of them.  There is the 
potential for earthworks and structures to be legible within the 
landscape associated with the water meadows along the River Stour 
and the Mill Brook.  The line of the Kinver Light Railway is also still 
legible within the landscape and the Staffordshire & Worcestershire 
canal still operates as an important leisure amenity recognised in its 
designation as a Conservation Area.  A number of historic buildings 
and structures survive associated with earlier settlement at The 
Hyde, most notably the Grade II Listed dovecote, but also the garden 
walls to the former Hyde House as well as Hyde Farm. 

High 

Aesthetic value: The legible heritage assets all contribute, or have 
the potential, to contribute more fully to the historic landscape 
character of the zone.  The importance of aspects of the local 
character have been identified in the designation of the Grade II 
Listed building and the Staffordshire & Worcestershire Canal 
Conservation Area (073). 

High 

Communal value: The canal provides an opportunity for the history 
and archaeology of the zone, particularly The Hyde Ironworks, to be 
presented to the community and visitors.  Several Rights of Way also 
exist to allow access into the historic landscape character of the 
zone. 

High 

 
1.1.3 Recommendations 
 
The heritage values reflect the importance of the heritage assets within the 
zone, their legibility and their potential to survive as above and below ground 
archaeological deposits.  The zone incorporates a Grade II Listed dovecote as 
well as the Staffordshire & Worcestershire Canal Conservation Area (073).  
The presence of the canal in this area, however, is testimony to the 
importance of former ironworks which had stood on its northern bank until the 
late 19th century. 
 

• The protection and enhancement of the Listed Building and the 
Conservation Area and their setting are covered under PPS 5 policies 
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HE 9 and HE 1017.  Where development may impact upon these 
designated assets or their setting a Heritage Statement would be 
required as part of the planning application (PPS 5 policy HE 6)18. 

 

• The conservation and enhancement of the millponds associated with 
the former ironworks is recommended.  Any development within this 
area would require a Heritage Statement to inform how this historic site 
should be managed to ensure its survival for the benefit of the 
community and future generations. 

 

• The conservation of the route of the Kinver Light Railway as a feature 
of the historic landscape, plus its surviving features, is also desirable,  
This could possibly be achieved through the designation of a linear 
conservation area19. 

 

• There is a high potential for above and below ground archaeological 
remains to survive across the zone.  Consequently there may be a 
requirement for a Heritage Statement to be submitted as part of any 
planning application and archaeological evaluation and/or mitigation 
may be required to fulfil PPS 5 policies HE 6 and HE 1220. 

 

                                                
17

 Communities and Local Government 2010; English Heritage et al 2010: 27-35 
18

 Communities and Local Government 2010; English Heritage et al 2010: 23 
19

 Pers. comm. Dr Paul Collins, South Staffordshire Council May 2011 
20

 Ibid; English Heritage et al 2010: 23 and 36-41 
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1.2 KVHECZ 2 – East of Kinver and Dunsley 
 

 
 
1.2.1 Statement of heritage significance 
 
The historic landscape character of the zone is dominated by a field pattern 
identified on map 3 as ‘Piecemeal Enclosure’.  The morphology of this field 
pattern, with its sinuous and dog-leg boundaries, indicates that it originated in 
at least the medieval period as part of an ‘open field’ agricultural economy.  
This was a landscape which was not sub-divided by field boundaries and the 
open fields were usually farmed on a rotational basis between arable, fallow 
and other crops.  The fields were farmed as strips which individual 
landholders held across the various fields.  Documentary sources suggest that 

Map 3: KVHECZ 2 
Refined HLC and 
HER data 

This product includes mapping data licensed from Ordnance 
Survey © Crown copyright and / or database right (2010). 
Licence no. 100019422 
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by at least the 17th century the settlement of Dunsley had three open fields, 
although only one was mentioned in circa 130321.  From descriptions of the 
locations of the three fields this area appears to have formed part of Mercers 
Field which is recorded in 1609.  This may be the same, or part of the same 
field, stated as belonging to Whittington manor (to the south) in 161322.  It is 
possible that this field was shared between the two manors.  It was agreed 
between the landholders that the field should be enclosed in 1680 when the 
‘Piecemeal Enclosure’ presumably resulted.  A few field boundaries have 
been removed since the late 19th century and those hedgerows that survive 
are generally in poor condition; the field boundary on the northern side of 
Dunsley Road is lined with trees but the hedgerow itself has been replaced by 
wire fencing23. 
 
The historic importance of an agricultural economy based on arable to the 
manor of Dunsley is also testified by the presence of a windmill, which existed 
by the late 18th century24.  It is not marked on late 19th century maps 
suggesting a change either in the agricultural economy or possibly relating to 
the improvements to transport during this period by the presence of the canal. 
 
The modern settlement of Dunsley lies within KVHECZ 3, but prior to the mid 
to late 20th century it had been a small dispersed settlement comprising 
scattered historic farmsteads a number of which lie within this zone.  The lord 
of Kinver is said to have had nine tenants in Dunsley in the late 13th century, 
although the location of these properties is unknown it may still suggest a 
more dispersed settlement perhaps located within those areas of the known 
later farmsteads25.  Dunsley Manor farmhouse, for instance, retains timber 
framing of late 16th century date, which were revealed during alterations in 
2007.  Dunsley House to the south is also said to have retained timber 
framing within its fabric26.  Dunsley Manor retains its farm buildings to the 
rear, which have been identified as forming a loose courtyard plan form 
suggesting incremental development over a period of time.  Dunsley formed a 
separate manor from Kinver by the mid 15th century, but despite the name of 
this farmstead, Dunsley Manor, it does not appear to have been the location 
of the medieval manor which is associated with the Grade II Listed Dunsley 
Hall (to the north beyond the zone) the earliest phases of which date to 
between the mid 15th and mid 16th century27.  
 
The zone also incorporates two areas of woodland (‘Plantation’ on map 3; that 
to the north is an outlier of the wooded landscape of KVHECZ 1 around The 
Hyde.  The woodland to the south lies on the steep northern slopes of the 
Stour Valley and is partly included within the Kinver Conservation Area (012) 
and the Staffordshire & Worcestershire Canal Conservation Area (073) (cf. 
map 1).  This area was known as ‘Gibraltar’ by the late 18th century and in 
1851 there 17 households living there, however, it is possible that settlement 

                                                
21

 Greenslade et al 1984a: 138 
22

 Ibid. 
23

 Google Maps UK 
24

 Staffordshire HER: PRN 03721 
25

 Greenslade et al 1984a: 124 
26

 Staffordshire HER: PRN 54211 and PRN 54214 
27

 Staffordshire HER: PRN 13750; David Burton-Pye pers. comm. 
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in this area was much earlier in origin28.  There are the remains of rock 
houses in the cliffs of the valley where these families lived until the 1880s29.  
Four cottages survive along Gibraltar overlooking the canal, which were 
present by the late 19th century and may to some degree have replaced the 
earlier rock houses.  Two of these properties, Yew Tree House and Dunsley 
Rock Cottage, appear to have originally been subdivided into three small 
cottages30. 
 
The Staffordshire & Worcestershire canal forms the south western boundary 
of the zone.  It was constructed by the famous canal engineer James Brindley 
and was opened in 177231. 
 
Prehistoric and Roman activity recorded across the wider Kinver parish 
suggests that there is a degree of potential for currently unknown sites to 
survive within the project area. 
 
1.2.2 Heritage values: 
 
Evidential value: There is the potential for below ground 
archaeological deposits to survive associated with the historic 
farmsteads which may provide information concerning their period of 
origin and indicators of their social and economic history within the 
settlement and later manor of Dunsley.  The historic buildings in the 
zone, particularly the early houses, but also including the surviving 
farm buildings, have the potential to contain important data 
concerning their origins and function.  This information will also 
contribute to an understanding of the status as well as the social and 
economic history of the small settlement of Dunsley.  There is also 
the potential for the rock houses to survive within the cliffs above the 
Staffordshire & Worcestershire canal.  There is also the potential for 
archaeological remains to survive associated with prehistoric and 
Roman activity. 

High 

Historical value: The legible heritage assets contribute significantly 
to the character of the zone and principally comprise the historic 
buildings and the canal.  Many of the field boundaries which 
comprise the post medieval field pattern survive contributing to the 
overall historic landscape character, although one or two boundaries 
were removed during the 20th century.  The origins of the post 
medieval properties identified above are currently unknown, but it is 
possible that these sites were farming the original open field 
landscape and the families residing there were closely associated 
with the enclosure of this landscape during the late 17th century.  

High 

                                                
28

 Greenslade et al 1984a: 124-5 
29

 Ibid. 
30

 Ordnance Survey 1882 25” OS map  
31

 Staffordshire HER: PRN 01234 
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Aesthetic value: The integrity of the historic landscape character 
has seen erosion through the removal of a number of historic field 
boundaries.  Many of the extant historic field boundaries have either 
been left to degrade or have been replaced by fencing.  The historic 
landscape character could be enhanced by the re-planting and 
management of the hedgerows.  However, the historic buildings do 
contribute to the aesthetic of the zone despite the change of function 
of some of them from agriculture to domestic.  The canal, although 
only forming part of the boundary of the zone, is an important 
element of its character and it aesthetics are complemented by the 
woodland of the steep slopes of the river valley.  This importance is 
reflected in the designation of the canal as part of the Kinver 
Conservation Area and, beyond the settlement, the Staffordshire & 
Worcestershire Canal Conservation Area. 

Medium 

Communal value: The canal forms an important publicly accessible 
heritage asset within the zone, which can be utilised to display the 
history of the wider Kinver area through which it passes.  Otherwise 
the heritage assets are only accessible from the roadside and the 
Rights of Way network.  There is the potential to provide access to 
the historic landscape through heritage walks.  

Medium 

 
1.2.3 Recommendations 
 
The assessment of the heritage values identifies that the tangible and 
intangible heritage assets are important components of the historic landscape 
character of the zone.  The aesthetics of the zone have been compromised to 
a degree by the degradation and loss of the field boundaries, whose 
morphology allows the agricultural history to be read and which is probably 
closely associated with the history of the extant post medieval properties. 
 

• The protection and enhancement of the Conservation Areas and their 
settings are covered under PPS 5 policies HE 9 and HE 1032.  Where 
development may impact upon these designated assets or their setting 
a Heritage Statement would be required as part of the planning 
application (PPS 5 policy HE 6)33. 

 

• The conservation and enhancement of the historic landscape 
character, possibly through the re-establishment of historic field 
boundaries, is desirable. 

 

• The incorporation of distinctive and well preserved historic buildings 
onto a local list could assist in the long term conservation of the local 
distinctiveness of the zone and to the sense of place.  The reuse of 
historic buildings is highlighted in PPS 5 Policies HE 1.1 and HE 3.1 
(iv) and any changes to the built fabric of these properties should 
consult SSC’s Conservation Section and SSC’s Village Design Guide 
SPD34.   

 

                                                
32

 Communities and Local Government 2010; English Heritage et al 2010: 27-35 
33

 Communities and Local Government 2010; English Heritage et al 2010: 23 
34

 South Staffordshire Council 2009: 86-87 and Section 6 94-130 
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• Should land within the zone be allocated in SSC’s SHLAA and Sites 
Allocation Document any proposed development should seek to 
complement the low settlement density and the conservation of the 
fabric and legibility of the historic landscape character as stated above.  
Any such development should also be designed to enhance the local 
distinctiveness and respect the local vernacular in terms of its scale 
and architectural form (PPS 5 policy HE 7.5)35.  Reference should also 
be made to SSC’s Village Design Guide for guidance on the local 
vernacular and building materials36.     

 

• There is a high potential for above and below ground archaeological 
remains to survive across the zone.  There may also be the 
requirement for building recording on historic buildings dependent upon 
the nature of any planning applications.  Consequently there may be a 
requirement for a Heritage Statement to be submitted as part of any 
planning application and archaeological evaluation and/or mitigation 
may be required to fulfil PPS 5 policies HE 6 and HE 1237. 

 
 

                                                
35

 Communities and Local Government 2010; English Heritage et al 2010: 26 and 35 
36

 South Staffordshire Council 2009: 55-55 and Section 6 94-130 
37

 Ibid; English Heritage et al 2010: 23 and 36-41 
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1.3 KVHECZ 3 – Dunsley 
 

 
 
 
1.3.1 Statement of heritage significance 
 
The zone is dominated by the built environment which comprises the modern 
extent of Dunsley (cf. map 4).  The southern and western boundaries of the 
zone lie adjacent to James Brindley’s Staffordshire & Worcestershire Canal 
which opened in 177238.  The canal lies within two Conservation Areas; Kinver 
(012) and the Staffordshire & Worcestershire Canal (073) (cf. map 1). 
 
Dunsley was a populated area by at least the turn of the 13th century and 
there were nine tenants of the lord of Kinver living there in 129339.  The 
historic maps and the location of known post medieval properties (cf. KHECZ 
2) may suggest that the settlement had always been dispersed along the 
lanes Dunsley Road and what is now Dunsley Drive. 
 

                                                
38

 Staffordshire HER: PRN 01234 
39

 Greenslade et al 1984a: 124 

This product includes mapping data licensed from Ordnance 
Survey © Crown copyright and / or database right (2010). 
Licence no. 100019422 

Map 4: KVHECZ 3 
Refined HLC and HER 
data 
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There are few historic buildings within the zone (cf. map 4).  A historic 
farmstead stands adjacent to Dunsley Manor (cf. KVHECZ 2), which in the 
late 19th century was known as Dunsley Farm.  The farm buildings date to the 
18th and 19th centuries and their loose courtyard plan form suggests that there 
was some incremental development over a long period of time (rather than 
having been built in one event)40.  The farmhouse had been attached to one 
end of the southern range, although this had been demolished and replaced 
by two pair of semi detached houses by the early 1960s (which lie within 
KVHECZ 3).  The farm buildings were converted to domestic dwellings in the 
early 21st century41. 
 
The other historic buildings include The Vine Public House which existed by 
the late 19th century and a red brick property on the corner of Dunsley Road 
and Gibraltar of at least late 19th century date now much extended42.  There 
are also two cottages in Gibraltar within the zone which form part of the 
settlement along this lane the remainder of which lies within KVHECZ 2.  All of 
these historic properties lie within the Kinver Conservation Area (012) (cf. map 
1 and map 4).  It is currently unknown whether any of the rock houses, known 
to have existed along Gibraltar by at least the 19th century lay within this zone 
(cf. KVHECZ 2 for further information). 
 
The majority of the houses within Dunsley were built in the post war period; 
the settlement had largely grown to its current extent by the early 1960s43. 
 
1.3.2 Heritage values: 
 
Evidential value: There is the potential for below ground 
archaeological remains to survive associated with the historic 
farmstead in particular which may represent earlier settlement.  The 
remainder of the zone has largely been impacted by 20th century 
development.  It is possible that rock houses survive within the zone, 
which could contribute to an understanding of the origins of along 
Gibraltar. 

Low 

Historical value: There are a number of historic properties within 
the zone which contribute to the local distinctiveness of what is 
largely a 20th century settlement.  The importance of these properties 
to the historic character of Kinver has been identified in their 
inclusion of the Kinver Conservation Area.  Of particular interest are 
the cottages which lie along Gibraltar as they form part of an area of 
settlement of which little is currently known. 

Medium 

Aesthetic value: The zone is mostly comprised of 20th century 
houses.  Where historic buildings survive, with the exception of 
Dunsley Farm, their importance to the local character of the area has 
been recognised by their inclusion in the Kinver Conservation Area.  
The Staffordshire & Worcestershire Canal forms an important 
component within the historic landscape of the wider area and this 
has, again, been recognised in the designation of the Conservation 
Area. 

Medium 

                                                
40

 Staffordshire HER: PRN 54213; Greenslade et al 1984a: 124  
41

 UK Perspectives 2000; Get Mapping 2007 
42

 Staffordshire HER: PRN 52298; Google UK Maps 
43

 Hunting Surveys UK 1963: Run 3: 6576 
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Communal value: The canal forms an important publicly accessible 
heritage asset within the zone, which can be utilised to display the 
history of the wider Kinver area through which it passes.  The other 
historic properties can be appreciated from the public highway, but 
their history is not currently well understood. 

Medium 

 
1.3.3 Recommendations 
 
The heritage values reflect the fact that the zone is dominated by 20th century 
housing, although it is clear from the two Conservation Areas that the historic 
buildings continue to make an important contribution to the local character. 
 

• The protection and enhancement of the Conservation Areas and their 
settings are covered under PPS 5 policies HE 9 and HE 1044.  Where 
development may impact upon these designated assets or their setting 
a Heritage Statement would be required as part of the planning 
application (PPS 5 policy HE 6)45. 

 

• The incorporation of distinctive and well preserved historic buildings 
onto a local list could assist in the long term conservation of the local 
distinctiveness of the zone and to the sense of place.  The reuse of 
historic buildings is highlighted in PPS 5 Policies HE 1.1 and HE 3.1 
(iv) and any changes to the built fabric of these properties should 
consult SSC’s Conservation Section and SSC’s Village Design Guide 
SPD46.   

 

• There is a low to moderate potential for below ground archaeological 
remains to survive within the zone.  However, archaeological 
evaluation and/or mitigation may be required to fulfil PPS 5 policies HE 
6 and HE 1247. 

 

                                                
44

 Communities and Local Government 2010; English Heritage et al 2010: 27-35 
45

 Communities and Local Government 2010; English Heritage et al 2010: 23 
46

 South Staffordshire Council 2009: 86-87 and Section 6 94-130 
47

 Ibid; English Heritage et al 2010: 23 and 36-41 
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1.4 KVHECZ 4 – Whittington and south of Church Hill 
 

 
 
1.4.1 Statement of heritage significance 
 
The historic landscape character of the zone is dominated by a regular field 
pattern, which was probably created in the 18th or 19th century (‘18th/19th 
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Century Planned Enclosure’ on map 5).  This enclosure pattern is associated 
with the increasing industrialisation of agriculture where fields were carefully 
planned out by surveyors.  Hedgerows dominated the character of the fields in 
this area and are usually comprised of a single species typically hawthorn.  
This field pattern was often created as a result of a private Act of Parliament 
and in Staffordshire the landscape enclosed was common heath and 
moorland.  However, this field pattern does not appear to have been 
associated with a specific Act, although similar landscapes within the project 
area (notably KVHECZ 7) were created following an Act passed in 1774.  This 
perhaps indicates the field system resulted from a re-planning of an earlier 
pattern or possibly an area of open fields.  This conclusion may be supported 
by the documentary evidence which suggests that both the small settlement of 
Whittington and Highgrove Farm, to the south beyond the project area, were 
inhabited by the early 13th century48.   
 
The integrity of this planned landscape survives with few field boundaries 
having been removed during the mid to late 20th century.  In the north of the 
zone, just to the south of Church Hill, stands the historic farmstead Hill Farm.  
This farmstead has been identified as having a regular courtyard plan form 
with multiple yard areas.  These plan forms are also strongly associated with 
the industrialisation of farming during the late 18th and 19th century.  This farm 
may have been established or re-planned to farm the planned enclosure and 
consequently reveals a close relationship between the buildings and the 
surrounding countryside.  However, the farmstead has been substantially 
altered since the late 19th century and more recently the majority of the 
surviving historic farm buildings have been converted to domestic use.  The 
buildings along Church Hill lie within the Kinver Conservation Area (012) (cf. 
map 1 and map 5). 
 
Whittington remains a small dispersed settlement which is focused along the 
Wolverhampton to Kidderminster Road (A449), Horse Bridge Lane and 
Windsor Holloway.  The earliest dated property within Whittington is the large 
Grade II* Listed building currently known the “Whittington Inn” which stands 
besides the A44949.  A building recording on the property carried out in 1998 
identified the earliest phase as an open hall house which may have dated to 
circa 1400, but which was substantially re-modelled at a later date.  The re-
modelling was possibly linked to surviving wall paintings which were 
stylistically dated to the late 16th/early 17th century50.  Further alterations were 
carried out in the 18th century, possibly associated with its conversion to an 
inn circa 178851.  It was certainly an imposing building, but it was not the 
manor house which is believed to have been sited in the area of the Grade II 
Listed 18th century Whittington Hall standing on the opposite side of the A449 
beyond the project area52.  A Grade II Listed property ‘Whittington Old House’ 
at the western end of Horse Bridge Lane also had its origins as a timber 
framed building of 17th century date53.  A further property with possible 17th 

                                                
48

 Greenslade et al 1984a:125 and 136 
49

 Staffordshire HER: PRN 09260 
50

 Joyce 1998 
51

 Greenslade et al 1984a: 125 
52

 Ibid. 
53
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century origins stands in Dark Lane on the western side of the River Stour54.  
It had been converted to a public house, the Anchor Inn by 1851, but appears 
to have been converted back to domestic dwellings in either the late 20th or 
early 21st century.  
 
It is not known to what extent the settlement changed following the conversion 
of the watermill on the River Stour to a forge in the early 17th century.  
However, like The Hyde ironworks (cf. KVHECZ 1), it had come into the 
possession of the Foley family by the mid century.  This site continued to 
develop between the 17th and late 19th century, growing substantially between 
circa 1841 and its closure in 189355.  The cutting of the Staffordshire & 
Worcestershire Canal in the late 18th century presumably allowed the 
ironworks to increase production providing transport to and from the site.  
These developments may in turn have encouraged the development of 
properties along the canal side and at the western end of Horse Bridge Lane, 
beyond ‘Whittington Old House’ where a small collection of historic buildings 
survive albeit somewhat altered.  The Whittington Ironworks was largely 
demolished circa 1900, although part of it survives, converted to a house, 
facing onto the Whittington Bridge canal lock and lock keepers’ cottage.  All of 
these properties lie within the Staffordshire & Worcestershire Canal 
Conservation Area (073).   
 
The HLC type ‘Plantation’ marked on map 5 on the western side of the canal 
is largely contiguous with the mill pond associated with the ironworks, 
particularly that area marked as ‘The Bogs’ on modern 1:10,000 mapping, 
which suggests that it is still largely a wet area56.  Documentary evidence 
suggests that the mill pond was enlarged at the time of the conversion of the 
watermill in 161957.  A watermill existed at Whittington by circa 1200, but it 
has been speculated that one of the two mills recorded in Domesday (1086) 
for Kinver may have been located in this area.  However, it is not known 
where the medieval mill was precisely located and by the 16th century there 
are documentary references to three mills in Whittington58.  It is possible that 
this may refer to three mill stones operating within one building or it may refer 
to three separate sites.  A second possible watermill site has been identified, 
although this has not been investigated on the ground, consequently there is 
the potential for archaeological remains to survive relating to these watermill 
sites all along this portion of the Stour Valley59. 
 
A number of prehistoric and Roman finds have been found within the zone 
and from the wider area.  The earliest evidence for human activity within the 
Kinver area are the numerous Mesolithic flint scatters recovered during field 
walking around Highgrove Farm, just to the south of the project area, and 
around Blakeshall and Caunsell in North Worcestershire60.  An enclosure 
identified from aerial photographs is located within the zone which has been 
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interpreted as a possible Iron Age hill fort61. The field walking also recovered a 
thin scatter of Roman pottery from the area around Highgrove Farm, which 
was interpreted by the finders as possibly representing the agricultural 
manuring of fields associated with one or more small farmsteads located 
within the area62.  Further scatters of Roman pottery were found around both 
Blakeshall and Caunsell in North Worcestershire63. 
 
1.4.2 Heritage values: 
 
Evidential value: There is high potential for above and below 
ground archaeological remains to survive across the zone.  This 
includes the settlement associated with Whittington and the potential 
for one or more watermills including the site of the Whittington 
Ironworks.  The historic built environment has the potential to further 
our understanding of the social and economic history of Whittington 
within the built fabric, as has already been shown by building 
recording at Whittington Inn.  There is also a good potential for 
prehistoric and/or Roman archaeology to survive.  Further research 
on the archaeology and history would considerably enhance the 
understanding of the role of the settlement and industrial 
developments in the social and economic history of both Whittington 
and Kinver.  An understanding of the development and history of the 
Whittington Ironworks would contribute to our understanding of 17th 
century ironworking not only in Staffordshire, but with the country as 
a whole. 

High 

Historical value: The legible heritage assets contribute significantly 
to the historic character of the zone particularly in the number of 
surviving historic buildings including the Grade II* Whittington Inn 
and the Grade II Listed Whittington Old House, but also the surviving 
18th/19th century planned field systems and its likely associations with 
Hill Farm. The Staffordshire & Worcestershire Canal is also 
associated with the site of the ironworks, where at least one building 
and possibly the mill pond are still legible.  The canal still operates as 
an important leisure amenity and its importance, along with the 
adjacent buildings including the site of the ironworks, has been 
recognised in its designation as a Conservation Area.  Like The 
Hyde Ironworks (cf. KVHECZ 1) Whittington Ironworks was 
associated with the important early ironmasters, the Foleys, during 
the 17th century. 

High 

Aesthetic value: The legible heritage assets all contribute, or have 
the potential, to contribute more fully to the historic landscape 
character of the zone.  The importance of aspects of the local 
character have been identified in the designation of the Listed 
buildings and both the Kinver (012) Staffordshire & Worcestershire 
Canal (073) Conservation Areas. 

High 

Communal value: The canal provides an opportunity for the history 
and archaeology of the zone to be presented to the community and 
visitors.  Several Rights of Way also exist which allow access into 
the historic landscape character of the zone. 

High 
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1.4.3 Recommendations 
 
The heritage values reflect the importance of both the tangible and intangible 
heritage assets of the zone including the high potential for surviving above 
and below ground archaeological deposits of prehistoric through to 19th 
century date.  The zone incorporates two Listed buildings, including 
Whittington Inn a Grade II* Listed building which originated in the late 
medieval period and must be one of the earliest surviving buildings in South 
Staffordshire (along with the property in Dean Street, Brewood cf. section 
7.1.1 in the main HEA report).  The importance of the Staffordshire & 
Worcestershire Canal and the buildings which line it has been recognised in 
the designation of it as a Conservation Area and part of the landscape to the 
south of Church Hill also falls within the Kinver Conservation Area.  The 
presence of the canal running through this area, however, is testimony to the 
importance of the former ironworks which stood on its western bank until the 
late 19th century. 
 

• The protection and enhancement of the Listed Building and the 
Conservation Area and their setting are covered under PPS 5 policies 
HE 9 and HE 1064.  Where development may impact upon these 
designated assets or their setting a Heritage Statement would be 
required as part of the planning application (PPS 5 policy HE 6)65. 

 

• The conservation and enhancement of the site of both the Whittington 
Ironworks and its associated mill pond is recommended.  Any 
development within this area would require a Heritage Statement to 
inform how this historic site should be managed to ensure its survival 
for the benefit of the community and future generations. 

 

• The incorporation of distinctive and well preserved historic buildings 
onto a local list could assist in the long term conservation of the local 
distinctiveness of the zone and to the sense of place.  The reuse of 
historic buildings is highlighted in PPS 5 Policies HE 1.1 and HE 3.1 
(iv) and any changes to the built fabric of these properties should 
consult SSC’s Conservation Section and SSC’s Village Design Guide 
SPD66.   

 

• Should land within the zone be allocated in SSC’s SHLAA and Sites 
Allocation Document any proposed development should seek to 
complement the low settlement density and the regularity of the overall 
historic landscape character.  Any such development should also be 
designed to enhance the local distinctiveness and respect the local 
vernacular in terms of its scale and architectural form (PPS 5 policy HE 
7.5)67.  Reference should also be made to SSC’s Village Design Guide 
for guidance on the local vernacular and building materials68.     
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• There is a high potential for above and below ground archaeological 
remains to survive across the zone.  Consequently there may be a 
requirement for a Heritage Statement to be submitted as part of any 
planning application and archaeological evaluation and/or mitigation 
may be required to fulfil PPS 5 policies HE 6 and HE 1269. 

 
 

                                                
69
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1.5 KVHECZ 5 – Kinver Edge 
 

 
 
1.5.1 Statement of heritage significance 
 
Almost the entire zone fell within the remit of a private Act of Enclosure in 
1774; the only area which appears to have been excluded lay to the east 
(north of Church Hill).  The historic landscape character of this area where 
early field patterns and woodland dominate, reaffirm its older origins (cf. HCTs 
‘Early Irregular Enclosure’, ‘Early Small Rectilinear Fields’ and ‘Other Early 
Woodland’ on map 6).  The importance of this landscape to the setting of 
Kinver has been recognized by its incorporation into the Kinver Conservation 
Area (012) (cf. map 1).  During the medieval period this landscape had lain 
within Kinver Forest (cf. 5.3 in main report). 
 
The topography includes the steep ridge of Kinver Edge whose high point 
within the zone lies between 155m and 165m AOD at the site of Kinver hillfort 
(see below) along with the predominant geology which is comprised of soft 
sandstone, means that historically this landscape has not been suited to 
cultivation, although there is evidence for 19th century ploughing within the 

This product includes mapping data 
licensed from Ordnance Survey © Crown 
copyright and / or database right (2010). 
Licence no. 100019422 

Map 6: KVHECZ 5 Refined 
HLC and HER data 
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hillfort70.  Consequently the landscape created as a result of the Enclosure Act 
(1774) has been dominated by ‘Plantation’ (cf. map 6).  The area of ‘Other 
Recent Woodland’ on map 6 relates to the fact that woodland has regenerated 
in this area during the mid to late 20th century.  Despite the Act of Enclosure 
heathland survives within the zone, particularly on the site of the Kinver 
hillfort.  The remainder has been encouraged through deliberate land 
management (HCT ‘Recent Regenerated Unenclosed Land’ on map 6); this 
landscape had previously formed part of a planned field system created 
following the Act of Enclosure.   
 
Part of the landscape was divided into fields as a result of the Act of 
Enclosure towards the lower lying land to the north east of the zone, which 
lies at around 70m AOD at Potter’s Cross Farm.  These fields are typical of 
the regular landscape which was created by surveyors’ in the 18th and 19th 
centuries with their straight field boundaries (HCT ‘18th/19th Century Planned 
Enclosure’ on map 6).  Potter’s Cross Farm exhibits a ‘U’ shaped regular 
courtyard plan form suggesting that it was created to farm the newly enclosed 
landscape following the 1774 Act. 
 
Kinver hillfort, lying on the edge, covers approximately 3.75ha all of which has 
been designated as a Scheduled Monument71.  Two thirds of the perimeter of 
the hillfort is enclosed by a single rampart comprised of an internal bank and 
external ditch.  The bank stands to 2-3m in height from the inside of the hillfort 
(8-9m from the ditch).  Non-intrusive archaeological investigations carried out 
by a student in February 2010 identified features within the hillfort including a 
possible round house and either a hearth or pit cluster suggesting the site had 
been the focus of activity during the prehistoric period72.  Although these 
monuments are commonly associated with Iron Age activity their origins have 
sometimes been proven to be earlier, however, as this site has not been 
excavated its construction phases are currently unknown.  Similarly it is not 
known how the monument functioned or what its relationship was with the 
wider landscape.     
 
Kinver Edge is also associated with the famous Holy Austin Rock where there 
were six separate rock cut dwellings, which ceased to be occupied as 
domestic dwellings in the mid 20th century.  These are now managed as a 
tourist attraction by the National Trust73.  The rock houses have been dated to 
the 17th century, but it is possible that Holy Austin Rock was the site of a 
hermitage perhaps of earlier medieval date74.  Holy Austin Rock is first 
mentioned in documentary sources in 180175.  However, in the early 14th 
century there are two references to a John atte Holy in documents referring to 
Kinver, which possibly relates to this area76.   
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Two undated earthwork features also lie within the zone.  One of two rock-cut 
trackways has been observed as well as part of a low earthwork bank77.  The 
latter feature runs the length of the ridge approximately 1.5km.  There is also 
the potential for earthworks and below ground archaeological deposits to 
survive associated with a warren marked on the enclosure map which formed 
part of the Enclosure Act (1774)78.  This may be the site of a rabbit warren 
which is recorded in documentary sources between the 14th and 17th 
centuries79.  There is the potential for further archaeological sites to survive 
beneath the woodland of the zone.   
 
Recent research has indicated the survival of currently undated quarries and 
trackways surviving on the northern and western slopes of Kinver Edge80. 
 
1.5.2 Heritage values: 
 
Evidential value: There is a high potential for the survival of both 
above and below ground archaeological sites across the zone.  Of 
particular significance are the remains associated with the hillfort, 
which whose above and below ground remains are protected as a 
Scheduled Monument.  There is also a high significance for currently 
unknown sites to survive across the zone. 

High 

Historical value: There are significant legible heritage assets the 
principal one being the Scheduled hillfort whose ramparts are 
comprised of an external ditch and an internal bank standing to 
approximately 8-9m from inside the ditch.  The legible heritage 
assets also include the low bank which runs along the escarpment of 
Kinver Edge as well as the rock houses at Holy Austin Rock.  With 
the exception of the rock houses there is little evidence of more 
recent settlement with the exception of Potter’s Cross Farm which is 
closely associated with the creation of the planned enclosure in the 
period following the passing of the Act of Enclosure in 1774. 

High 

Aesthetic value: The historic landscape character is comprised of 
plantations and field systems of late 18th/19th century date.  The 
survival and regeneration of heathland within the zone contributes to 
an understanding of the history of this zone prior to the Enclosure 
Act of 1774.  To the east there is evidence for an earlier landscape 
whose contribution to the historic character of Kinver has been 
recognised by its inclusion within the Kinver Conservation Area. 

High 

Communal value: The zone forms the principal public amenity for 
the Kinver area which included land managed by the National Trust.  
Their key tourist attraction is the Holy Austin Rock houses.  The 
publically accessible land includes the Scheduled hillfort as well as 
other archaeological sites which could be used to inform the public of 
the history of Kinver Edge.  

High 

 
1.5.3 Recommendations 
 
The heritage values recognise the importance of the historic environment to 
the landscape character of the zone.  Kinver hillfort has been recognised as 
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being of national importance in the designation of it as a Scheduled 
Monument.  Kinver Edge forms an important public amenity.   
 

• The protection and enhancement of the Scheduled Monument and the 
Conservation Area and their setting are covered under PPS 5 policies 
HE 9 and HE 1081.  Any queries regarding works on or affecting the 
setting of the Scheduled monument should be made to English 
Heritage in the first instance.  

 

• There is a high potential for above and below ground archaeological 
remains to survive across the zone.   
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1.6 KVHECZ 6 – Bath Lane and Rocky Wall 
 

 
 
1.6.1 Statement of heritage significance 
 
The zone is dominated by field systems which have been the subject of field 
boundary removal during the mid to late 20th century (cf. map 7).  One or two 
historic hedgerows survive to the north of Bath Lane; the lane itself retains its 
character as a narrow rural road lined by hedges and in-hedge trees although 
to the south this could be strengthened through the repair of the surviving 
hedgerow. 
 
The field to the south of Bath Lane had formed part of Boltstone field, from at 
least the medieval period.  Boltstone was one of two open fields belonging to 

Map 7: KVHECZ 6 
Refined HLC and 
HER data 

This product includes mapping data licensed from 
Ordnance Survey © Crown copyright and / or 
database right (2010). Licence no. 100019422 
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Compton which were usually farmed on a rotational basis between arable, 
fallow and other crops.  The fields were divided into strips which individual 
landholders held across the various fields.  The field was being enclosed 
piecemeal by the early 17th century82.  The land to the east of Rocky Wall, and 
associated with the former Barn Piece Farm, was probably enclosed as part of 
the planned enclosure created following the private Act of Enclosure passed 
in 1774.  The farmstead exhibits a ‘L’ shaped regular courtyard plan form 
suggesting that it formed part of the original re-planning of this landscape.  
The farm buildings have been converted to domestic dwellings in either the 
late 20th or early 21st century83. 
 
Archaeological fieldwork to the west of the zone, carried out during the 1970s, 
recovered evidence of human activity in the area from the prehistoric to the 
medieval period; this included a scatter of possible Mesolithic flints and 
Roman and medieval pottery84.  The medieval field name ‘Boltstone’ appears 
to have referred to at least one standing stone, although its précised location 
is unknown85.  It was described by the naturalist and antiquarian Robert Plot 
in 1686 as standing c.2m high, suggesting that it had been placed in the 
ground even if it had originated as a glacial erratic, although its period of origin 
is unknown86.  There is further evidence for prehistoric and Roman activity in 
the wider area, including the Iron Age hillfort located on Kinver Edge (cf. 
KVHECZ 5). 
 

1.6.2 Heritage values: 
 
Evidential value: There is the potential for currently unknown sites 
of prehistoric or Roman origin to survive within the zone.  Such 
evidence would contribute significantly to our understanding of the 
development, not only of this area, but of South Staffordshire as a 
whole during these periods. 

Medium 

Historical value: There are few legible heritage assets lying within 
the zone with the exception of the historic farmstead. 

Low 

Aesthetic value: The integrity of the historic landscape character 
has been impacted by the removal of the majority of the field 
boundaries across the zone.   

Low 

Communal value: There are a number of Rights of Way crossing 
the zone which provide access into the landscape.  However, the 
potential contribution of heritage to the zone is comprised by the 
current lack of understanding. 

Low 

 
1.6.3 Recommendations 
 
The heritage values reflect the fact that there are few legible heritage assets 
within the zone with the exception of the former farm buildings at Barn Piece 
Farm.  The historic landscape character has been significantly impacted by 
the removal of field boundaries across the zone, although one or two survive 
to the north of Bath Lane. 
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• The historic character of the zone could be enhanced through the 
through the re-planting of the historic hedges particularly along the rural 
lanes. 

 

• There is a low to moderate potential for below ground archaeological 
remains to survive within the zone.  However, archaeological 
evaluation and/or mitigation may be required to fulfil PPS 5 policies HE 
6 and HE 1287. 

 
 
 

                                                
87
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1.7 KVHECZ 7 – Brindley’s Heath and Gallowstree Elm 
 

 
 
1.7.1 Statement of heritage significance 
 
The legible historic landscape dates to the late 18th and 19th centuries and is 
dominated by the HCTs ‘18th/19th Century Planned Enclosure’ and ‘Plantation’ 
(cf. map 8).  Almost the entire zone lay within the remit of a private Act of 
Enclosure passed in 1774 to enclose Compton and Kinver Commons.  The 
straight boundaries of the field system across the zone are typical of the 
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planned enclosure created by surveyors during this period.  The alignment of 
the hedgerows in this area has seen little change since the late 19th century.  
The straight roads of the zone were probably also laid out or re-aligned 
following the Act of Enclosure. 
 
However, the ‘Plantation’ within the zone does not appear to have been 
planted until the late 19th century and all three areas are laid out upon small 
hills including that known as White Hill whose high point stands at around 98m 
AOD.  The plantation known as ‘Brindley’s Heath’ seems to have comprised 
heath land circa 1880, although its outline is unchanged.   
 
In the northern portion of the zone lies a landscape park associated with a 
small country house known as ‘Heathlands’ which were established in the mid 
to late 19th century.  North Lodge and South Lodge, which lie upon Kinver 
Road, may be associated with the landscape park.  They have both been 
considerably enlarged since the late 19th century.  To the south of South 
Lodge stands ‘Brindley Cottages’ a pair of red brick houses which appear to 
have been built in the last decade of the 19th century, although they may have 
replaced an earlier property.   
 
Heathermount Farm was established in the mid 20th century88.  A second 
farmstead, Littlewood Farm, which lay further east, had been established by 
the late 19th century.  This farmstead had comprised a loose courtyard plan 
form, which generally suggests incremental development, although in this 
case it is unlikely to have pre-dated the 1774 Act.  The farmstead was 
demolished in the late 20th century. 
 
There is a high degree of evidence for human activity during the prehistoric 
and Roman period within Kinver parish and so there remains the potential for 
unknown sites to survive within the zone. 
 
1.7.2 Heritage values: 
 
Evidential value: There is the potential for currently unknown sites 
of prehistoric or Roman origin to survive within the zone.  Such 
evidence would contribute significantly to our understanding of the 
development, not only of this area, but of South Staffordshire as a 
whole during these periods. 

Medium 

Historical value: The legible heritage assets dominate the historic 
character of the zone and comprise the landscape park associated 
with the small country house, which lies to the north and two lodge 
buildings, which may also be associated with this estate.  The 
historic hedgerows also survive and were laid out as a consequence 
of the Act of Enclosure passed in 1774 as is the current form of the 
road network through the zone. 

High 

Aesthetic value: The integrity of the historic landscape character is 
generally well preserved in that it retains its late 18th/early 19th 
century regularity even in those areas which have since been 
established as ‘Plantation’.  The regularity of the landscape extends 
to the character of the road system, which is as straight as the field 
boundaries across the zone. 

High 
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Communal value: The Public Rights of Way network has no 
footpaths crossing the zone so that the historic landscape character 
can only be experienced from the lanes. 

Low 

 
1.7.3 Recommendations 
 
The Historic and Aesthetic values reflect the survival of the late 18th/early 19th 
century historic landscape character which is regular in its form.  This 
regularity extends to the straightness of the roads through the zone. 
 

• The incorporation of distinctive and well preserved historic buildings 
onto a local list could assist in the long term conservation of the local 
distinctiveness of the zone and to the sense of place.  The reuse of 
historic buildings is highlighted in PPS 5 Policies HE 1.1 and HE 3.1 
(iv) and any changes to the built fabric of these properties should 
consult SSC’s Conservation Section and SSC’s Village Design Guide 
SPD89.   

 

• Should land within the zone be allocated in SSC’s SHLAA and Sites 
Allocation Document any proposed development should seek to 
complement the low settlement density and the regularity of the overall 
historic landscape character.  Any such development should also be 
designed to enhance the local distinctiveness and respect the local 
vernacular in terms of its scale and architectural form (PPS 5 policy HE 
7.5)90.  Reference should also be made to SSC’s Village Design Guide 
for guidance on the local vernacular and building materials91.     

 

• There is a low to moderate potential for below ground archaeological 
remains to survive within the zone.  However, archaeological 
evaluation and/or mitigation may be required to fulfil PPS 5 policies HE 
6 and HE 1292. 
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2.  Pattingham 
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2.1 PTHECZ 1 – North east of Pattingham 
 

 
 
 
2.1.1 Statement of heritage significance 
 
The historic landscape character of the zone is dominated by a field system 
which was probably created following the passing of a private Act of 
Parliament to enclose the commons, wastes and arable fields of the parish of 
Pattingham (1811) 93.  The ‘18th/19th Century Planned Enclosure’ shown on 
map 10 is typified by straight field boundaries which were laid out by 
surveyors.  The alignment of the field boundaries in this area has seen little 
change since the late 19th century.   
 
This landscape appears to have formed part of one of Pattingham’s open 
fields known as Stamberlow Field which was mentioned in documentary 
sources in 135894.  Open fields were usually farmed on a rotational basis 
between arable, fallow and other crops.  The fields were divided into strips 
which individual landholders held across the various fields.  These fields were 
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often enclosed incrementally over a period of time and are known as 
‘Piecemeal Enclosure’; a process which occurred elsewhere within the project 
area (cf. PTHECZ 3).  However, it appears that this field was not enclosed in 
this manner, or at least not entirely.  Documentary evidence suggests that at 
least part of Stamberlow Field was still operating as an open field in the early 
18th century and it may be that it remained open until the 1811 Act was 
passed95. 
 
There is evidence from the project area for human activity in the prehistoric 
period including a possible Bronze Age/Iron Age gold torque found in 1700 
and destroyed shortly after.  A possible ring ditch identified on aerial 
photographs also lies within the project area (cf. PTHECZ 2).  In the wider 
area there is evidence for intensive Mesolithic activity from flints found during 
field walking in the 1970s and 2007 within Wrottesley Park just over 1km to 
the north96.  Possible Iron Age and Roman pottery was recovered from field 
walking in the early 1970s across the county boundary in Boningale, 
Shropshire97.  The quantity of finds may suggest the site of a possible 
farmstead98.  An Iron Age hillfort lies approximately 4km to the south west of 
Pattingham at Chesterton, Shropshire99.  These sites and finds may suggest a 
degree of potential for late prehistoric or Roman activity within the project 
area. 
 
2.1.2 Heritage values: 
 
Evidential value: There is some evidence for human activity in the 
wider area although the landscape appears to have formed part of 
the open field system from the medieval period and possibly into the 
early 19th century.  Any evidence for human activity which may 
survive within the zone would contribute significantly to our 
understanding of the history of the settlement.    

Low 

Historical value: The historic field pattern retains its planned 
appearance and several mature hedgerows survive.  No other sites 
are currently known. 

Medium 

Aesthetic value: The integrity of the historic landscape, dominated 
as it is by its regular form, survives well and contributes to the overall 
historic landscape of the project area. 

Medium 

Communal value: There are no Rights of Way crossing the zone 
and consequently it is not possible for the community or visitors to 
experience the historic landscape character. 

Low 

 
2.1.3 Recommendations 
 
The heritage values reflect the fact that, although the historic field pattern is 
well preserved, very little else of historic interest is currently known from the 
zone. 
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• The conservation and enhancement of the historic landscape character 
of planned enclosure is desirable.  Should land within the zone be 
allocated in SSC’s SHLAA and Sites Allocation Document any 
proposed development should seek to complement the regular 
character.   

 

• There is a low to moderate potential for below ground archaeological 
remains to survive within the zone.  However, archaeological 
evaluation and/or mitigation may be required to fulfil PPS 5 policies HE 
6 and HE 12 dependent upon the nature and scale of works100. 
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2.2 PTHECZ 2 – Pattingham 
 

 
 
 
 
2.2.1 Statement of heritage significance 
 
The historic landscape character of the zone is dominated by the built 
environment, incorporating Pattingham’s historic core, with the exception of 
the land shown as ‘Other Parkland’ on map 11.  The importance of the historic 
character of the area assigned as ‘Pre 1880s Settlement’ and ‘Other Parkland’ 
on map 11 has been recognised in its designation as a Conservation Area 
(107) (cf. map 9). 
 

Map 11: PTHECZ 2 
Refined HLC and 
HER data 
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The village was first recorded in Domesday Book (1086) when it belonged to 
the king and ten households are recorded101. The Domesday entry also 
makes reference to a priest which is generally taken to suggest that a church 
existed within the manor prior to the Norman Conquest (1066)102.  The extant 
Grade II* St Chad’s church, which lies at the heart of the historic core of the 
village, retains medieval architecture within its structure103.  The earliest of this 
fabric dates to the 12th century, whilst the chancel is of 13th century date and 
the tower was built during the 14th century104.  A church is first recorded in 
documentary records in the 1120s which may relate to the earliest extant 
fabric105.  Archaeological work carried out inside the church in 1999 revealed 
sandstone footings off the line of the extant church, which suggests the 
presence of an earlier structure106.  However, the structure could not be 
closely dated although it was interpreted as either being associated with the 
pre-Conquest church or contemporary with the extant 13th century architecture 
within the northern aisle107. 
 
The historic core is focused upon an approximately east-west alignment 
following Wolverhampton Road and High Street.  The historic primacy of the 
east-west route has been disrupted by the creation of a ‘T’ junction to the 
south east of the church between High Street and Patshull Road, which 
promotes the latter road as the primary route rather than the western end of 
High Street.  The junction is, however, shown on Yates’ map (1775) and 
formed a small triangular area, historically known as the ‘Bull Ring’, which is 
still a focus within the village despite the improved road scheme108.  It has 
been suggested that this area was so-called because bear and bull baiting 
took place there in the late 18th and 19th century109.  However, it may be a 
reference to the cattle market which was being held in the village from at least 
the 1840s and was still active in the 1890s110.  Furthermore, its location 
outside the church may suggest that it was the focus of a market the rights of 
which were granted to the lord of the manor in 1316; although it is not known 
for how long it was active111.  Consequently it is possible that the ‘Bull Ring’ 
represents the fossilisation of the medieval market place within the modern 
village, particularly given its location adjacent to the medieval church112.  The 
site has some comparisons with what has been interpreted as the location of 
the market within Wheaton Aston (cf. Appendix 4 WAHECZ 2)113. 
 
The terminus of the western end of the village in the medieval period may be 
associated with the area known as Hall End, retained within the street name 
Hall End Lane (cf. map 11).  Pattingham Hall stood on the corner of this lane 
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and High Street until its demolition in the late 1960s114.  A hall, probably the 
manor house, was mentioned in the 14th century which may be identified with 
this site115.  The building which was demolished in the 1960s incorporated a 
16th or 17th century stone block with mullioned windows, but had apparently 
been extended in brick in 1843 and again in the late 1930s utilising re-used 
timber framing116. 
 
The earliest identified secular buildings along the Wolverhampton Road/High 
Street axis have been dated to the 17th century and are generally represented 
by visible timber framing, although this does not dominate the street scene of 
the village.  Two timber framed properties survive on the Wolverhampton 
Road; an area previously known as Newgate and Highgate117.  Representing 
the eastern limits of the modern village is the 17th century Grade II Listed 15 
Wolverhampton Road. It has external timber framing with brick infill, although 
the property is not visible from the road and stands well above it118.  26 and 28 
Wolverhampton Road also originated as a timber framed buildings, although 
much of it has been rebuilt in brick and they have not been closely dated119.  
Timber framing is visible in the gable end of number 26, although only two of 
the timbers may be original120.  Historic photographs show several other 
timber framed properties present on both sides of the Wolverhampton Road 
(Newgate) prior to their redevelopment in the mid to late 20th century121.  
 
Timber framing is also visible in the gable end of 13 High Street, which stands 
opposite the church, and may have therefore originated in the mid 17th 
century122.  The property frontage has been re-faced in brick at a later date.   
 
Early buildings have also been identified away from the east-west axis 
including sandstone footings at the Tan House in Broadwell Lane which 
retains bricked-up mullions at ground level.  It is possible that the footings may 
have their origins in the late 17th or 18th century123.  The extant building which 
tops the footings appears to have been entirely rebuilt in brick and may have 
originated as a farm or industrial building, although it has clearly been in 
residential use for a long period of time124.  The name Tan House may be 
associated with a tannery which is recorded in documentary sources in the 
late 16th and mid 17th centuries125.  Further research may elucidate the origins 
of this building and its potential association with the mid 17th century tannery.  
A Grade II Listed late 16th/early 17th century timber framed property also 
stands on the Clive Road, approximately 45m to the south of the zone (cf. 
PTHECZ 3 and map 12). 
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The east/west alignment of the historic core has at least two distinct character 
areas.  The historic built form to the east of the ‘Bull Ring’ is more open and, 
other than the modern shopping parade, is dominated by two and three storey 
red brick properties on its northern side.  This includes two Grade II Listed 
properties, The Poplars and Pattingham House, both of which have been 
dated to the early 19th century126.  They have a prominent place within the 
village overlooking the 20th century village hall and playing fields (‘Other 
Parkland’ on map 11).  Further east there is a row of four red brick properties 
to the east of the crossroads with Clive Road and Westbeech Road.  Of these 
the largest, standing right on the crossroads, is a three storey red brick 
property which was apparently used as an inn in the mid 19th century127.  
Further Grade II Listed red brick two storey properties of early 19th century 
date survive further east on Wolverhampton Road. Ivy House stands on the 
southern side of the road whilst Highgate House stands adjacent to the 17th 
century 15 Wolverhampton Road (mentioned above) on the northern side of 
the road128.  Few historic buildings have survived along the Wolverhampton 
Road as is evidenced by historic photographs.  The west end of the High 
Street, on the other hand, has a greater density of historic buildings and there 
is an intimacy to this area, which is enhanced by the narrow road.  The 
majority of these properties have red brick frontages which suggest 18th or 
19th century origins, although as 13 High Street has shown there is the 
potential for earlier fabric to be retained behind the facades.  The largest of 
the properties is the Grade II Listed Pigot Arms public house which stands on 
the ‘Bull Ring’ opposite the church and dates from the early 19th century.  The 
only other Grade II Listed building along this end of the High Street is Bay 
House a two storey red brick property of mid 19th century date.  Beyond Hall 
End Lane further historic buildings survive, perhaps suggesting a later 
expansion of the village.  These properties include a mid 19th century former 
Congregational Chapel and two pairs of mid 19th century estate cottages built 
by Lord Dartmouth of nearby Patshull Hall, although one pair has been 
considerably extended129.  A third pair stands in Clive Road130.   
 
Clive Road probably represents an early route southwards; settlement being 
recorded around the ‘Clive’ or ‘Clift’, approximately 1km to the south, in the 
early 14th century131.  There is evidence for settlement to the south of Moor 
Lane in Clive Road by at least the early 18th century132.  A farmstead survives 
at 69 Clive Road where both the farmhouse and barn are Grade II Listed 
buildings, although the latter has been converted to domestic 
accommodation133.  These farm buildings date to the late 18th century and the 
complex has been identified as having a small regular courtyard plan form134.  
A further historic farmstead stood in Moor Lane, the route to Great Moor and 
Trescott, which was identified as having a dispersed cluster plan suggesting 
that it grew incrementally rather than having been planned in a single 
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phase135.  However, its main period of growth appears to have occurred 
during the 20th century.   
 
Other surviving historic buildings in Clive Road also largely date to the 19th 
century and include two red brick Grade II Listed buildings; The Retreat a 
three storey property dating to circa 1800 and the early 19th century West 
House of two storeys136.   
 
Two lanes exit the southern side of Pattingham, Westbeech Road and 
Patshull Road, which are shown on Yates’ map (1775).  Although they both 
form two of the main routes into and out of the modern village it seems clear 
from Yates’ map that Westbeech Road was the primary route leading north 
and north west, including linking Pattingham and Patshull.  The modern 
Patshull Road, however, terminated at the junction with Copley Lane in the 
late 18th century lying approximately 1km west beyond the zone.  The change 
to the road system to the north and west of Pattingham probably occurred 
following the 1811 Enclosure Act which enabled Patshull Park to extend its 
boundaries resulting in the closing of several historic routes.  Settlement is 
indicated along both lanes within the zone in the late 18th century and two 
large properties of 18th century date survive on Patshull Road to the north of 
the church.  The Grade II Listed early 18th century Vicarage is three storied 
and stands adjacent to the church137.  The Court House, also Grade II Listed, 
dates to between the mid and late 18th century and was the location of the 
manor court from 1760138.  Documentary evidence suggests that an 
almshouse or hospital was constructed in this area during the mid 17th 
century, being rebuilt in the early 18th century, but it had disappeared by the 
end of the latter century139.  Fewer historic properties have survived along 
Westbeech Road although they include the late 19th century school buildings 
and the mid to late 19th century Dartmouth estate cottages.  College 
Farmhouse also survives, although it has been substantially altered.  Its farm 
buildings have been replaced by housing, but it had formed a linear plan 
where the farmhouse had been attached to its farm buildings all of which lay 
adjacent to the road140. 
 
Hall End Lane, Broadwell Lane and Marlbrook Lane probably originated as 
trackways into the surrounding field system, and as such potentially have 
medieval origins.  Historic photographs show that a low thatched cottage once 
stood in Marlbrook Lane141. 
 
Yates’ map (1775) suggests that the area of the ‘Other Parkland’ on map 11 
was free of development at that date.  However, it is possible that there may 
have been a degree of settlement contraction at some point in the medieval 
and post medieval periods so archaeological potential for earlier settlement 
cannot be ruled out. 
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The village benefitted from a bus service to Wolverhampton from May 1906, 
but saw little alteration until the post-war period when the housing estates on 
either side of Clive Road were constructed and historic properties were 
replaced along the Wolverhampton Road and parts of the High Street, 
including the demolition of Pattingham Hall.   
 
There is evidence from the project area for human activity in the prehistoric 
period including a possible Bronze Age/Iron Age gold torque found in 1700 
and destroyed shortly after142.  A possible ring ditch identified on aerial 
photographs also lies within the zone143.   
 
2.2.2 Heritage values: 
 
Evidential value: There is a high potential for below ground 
archaeological remains to survive within the zone relating to 
settlement dating from at least the medieval period.  The historic 
buildings of the zone also have the potential to retain earlier 
elements behind the later facades which could also contribute to an 
understanding of the development of the settlement.  There is also 
the potential for prehistoric sites to survive within the zone 
particularly in the area of the ‘Other Parkland’. 

High 

Historical value: The historic street pattern, incorporating the 
possible medieval market place and the historic built environment 
dominate the historic character of much of Pattingham. The 
importance of the historic built character is reflected in the 
designation of the Pattingham Conservation Area.  The legibility of 
the heritage assets enables the community and the public to 
understand the development of Pattingham and also contributes 
significantly to the sense of place.  This is despite the late 20th 
century development to the south and south west of the historic core 
and along parts of the Wolverhampton Road. 

High 

Aesthetic value: The importance of the heritage assets of much of 
the zone have been identified through the designation of the 
Pattingham Conservation Area and the presence of 17 historic 
buildings and structures identified as being of national importance 
(Listed buildings) including the Grade II* St Chad’s Church.  Many of 
the undesignated historic buildings have been identified as making a 
positive contribution to the Conservation Area144.   

High 

Communal value: The historic character of the zone can be 
appreciated from the lanes and streets.  The zone includes the 
Church which is a public place of worship and the church yard is also 
accessible to the public.  There are two public houses on High Street 
including the Grade II Listed building which also provide a focus for 
the community and visitors. 

Medium 

 
2.2.3 Recommendations 
 
The heritage values reflect the fact that the historic core of Pattingham, lying 
within the Conservation Area as well as individual historic buildings beyond it 
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dominate the historic character of the zone.  The Pattingham Conservation 
Area reflects the importance of the heritage assets to the historic character. 
 

• A Heritage Statement will be required to be submitted as part of any 
planning application within the zone due to its historical and 
archaeological importance in line with PPS 5 policy HE 6.1145. 

 

• The Listed buildings, Conservation Area and their settings are covered 
under PPS 5 policies HE 9 and HE 10146.  Where development may 
impact upon designated assets or their settings a Heritage Statement 
would be required as part of the planning application (PPS 5 policy 6) 
and South Staffordshire’s Conservation Team should be approached 
for their considerations in any pre-application discussions147.  

 

• The continuation of the incorporation of distinctive and well preserved 
historic buildings onto the local list to assist in the long term 
conservation of the local distinctiveness of the historic character of 
Pattingham. 

 

• Should land within the zone be allocated in SSC’s SHLAA and Sites 
Allocation Document any proposed development should seek to 
complement and conserve the fabric and legibility of the historic 
character of the settlement.  Any such development should also be 
designed to enhance the local distinctiveness and respect the local 
vernacular in terms of its scale and architectural form (PPS 5 policy HE 
7.5)148.  Reference should also be made to South Staffordshire’s 
Village Design Guide for guidance on the local vernacular and building 
materials as well as to their Conservation Management Plan for the 
Conservation Area149.     

 

• There is a high potential for below ground archaeological remains to 
survive within the zone.  The historic buildings may also retain 
information relating to their earlier history.  Consequently 
archaeological evaluation and/or mitigation may be required to fulfil 
PPS 5 policies HE 6 and HE 12150. 
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2.3 PTHECZ 3 – Pattingham hinterland 
 

 
 
2.3.1 Statement of heritage significance 
 
The historic landscape character of the zone is dominated by field systems 
which have been subject to the removal of field boundaries during the mid to 
late 20th century.  The origins of the fieldscapes to the west of the zone (‘Post 
War Amalgamated Fields’ on map 12) have seen the greatest loss although 
the fields to the north of Patshull Road were large in extent even in the late 
19th century.  However, a number of field boundaries survive as mature 
hedgerows.  Possible faint ridge and furrow earthworks are visible on aerial 
photographs within one of the surviving small fields151.  These earthworks 
probably represent the physical remains of medieval and later ploughing 
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which was typified by long strips within large open fields.  At least six open 
fields were recorded in medieval documents relating to Pattingham parish and 
these fields would have been farmed on a rotational basis between arable, 
fallow and other crops152.  The strips were held by individual landholders 
across the various fields.   
 
The remainder of the field systems within the zone retain greater evidence of 
their origins as part of the former medieval open field system lying within 
Pattingham parish.  The fields lying to the south of Pattingham had probably 
formed part of Mere Field, first mentioned in 1314 (by 1338 known as 
Merewall Field); those to the east formed part of Wete (or Watt) Field first 
mentioned in 1338153.  Documentary evidence suggests that these fields were 
undergoing piecemeal enclosure by the 17th century, but parts of Merewall 
Field were still open in the early 18th century154.  Despite the process of 
piecemeal enclosure it is possible that the enclosure pattern was re-organised 
to a degree following the passing of a private Act of Enclosure (1811) which 
covered the arable lands, meadows and wastes of the parish155.  A further 
period of re-organisation of the field system occurred in the mid to late 20th 
century when fields were amalgamated through the removal of some of the 
internal hedgerows.  However, the sinuous morphology of the surviving 
mature hedgerows indicates their origins as the 17th century Piecemeal 
Enclosure of the medieval open fields.  
 
Very few buildings are located within this landscape the exceptions largely 
comprise small historic farmsteads and individual cottages and mid to late 20th 
century detached houses.  The earliest known property is the Grade II Listed 
timber framed Birdhouse Cottage which dates to late 16th/early 17th century156.  
Its origins are not currently understood.  It lies to the north of the remains of a 
historic farmstead currently known as ‘Westfield Farmhouse’.  This small 
farmstead had displayed a ‘Dispersed Cluster’ plan form where there is little 
evidence that the farmstead was planned157.  A second small farmstead lies to 
the south of Hall End Lane (‘Hall End Farm’ and exhibited a loose courtyard 
plan form indicating incremental development whereby the buildings in the 
complex may have been constructed at different periods158.  In both these 
cases the small farmsteads appear to be associated with the piecemeal 
enclosure of the former ‘Merewall Field’.  It is possible that these farmsteads 
were originally established as part of this enclosure in the 17th or 18th century. 
 
A further small farmstead ‘Beech House Farm’ lies on the southern side of 
Chesterton Road which exhibits a linear plan form.  In low land areas such as 
Pattingham these farmsteads were often associated with small scale 
enclosure on the edges of commons or heath land159.  The historic landscape 
character of the fields surrounding this farmstead suggest that it was enclosed 
by surveyors following the 1811 Act of Enclosure and prior to the removal of 
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many of the field boundaries in the mid to late 20th century it had was typical 
of ‘Planned Enclosure’.  Its earlier history is therefore unknown, but 
Chesterton Road may have formed part of the boundary to a park known as 
Armeley or Hamley Park160.  This park survives as a small wood on the 
western boundary of the parish (beyond the project area).  The extant farm 
buildings, which have been converted to domestic use, are of red brick and 
appear to date to the early 19th century and may therefore actually relate to 
the new landholdings provided as a result of the 1811 Act161. 
 
Tan House Farm on the track leading from Marlbrook Lane dates from the mid 
to late 20th century. 
 
The five lanes which cross the zone (Patshull Road, Chesterton Road, Rudge 
Road, Clive Road and Moor Lane) all to a large degree retain their character 
as narrow rural lanes lined by hedgerows. 
 
There is evidence from the project area for human activity in the prehistoric 
period including a possible Bronze Age/Iron Age gold torque found in 1700 
and destroyed shortly after.  A possible ring ditch identified on aerial 
photographs also lies within the project area (cf. PTHECZ 2).  In the wider 
area there is evidence for intensive Mesolithic activity from flints found during 
field walking in the 1970s and 2007 within Wrottesley Park approximately 
2.5km to the north162.  Possible Iron Age and Roman pottery was recovered 
from field walking in the early 1970s across the county boundary in Boningale, 
Shropshire163.  The quantity of finds may suggest the site of a possible 
farmstead164.  An Iron Age hillfort lies approximately 3.5km to the south west 
of Pattingham at Chesterton, Shropshire165.  These sites and finds may 
suggest a degree of potential for prehistoric or Roman activity within the 
project area. 
 
2.3.2 Heritage values: 
 
Evidential value: Further research into the three historic farmsteads 
within the zone, and the Grade II Listed Birdhouse Cottage, including 
their structural remains and below ground archaeological potential, 
could contribute to an understanding of the development of 
settlement within the parish located beyond the village core.  There 
is also the potential for evidence of human activity in the prehistoric 
or Roman periods to survive within the zone which would contribute 
significantly to our understanding of the earlier history of the 
landscape.    

Medium 
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Historical value: The legible heritage assets comprise the historic 
buildings associated with the three farmsteads as well as the Grade 
II Listed timber framed Birdhouse Cottage.  The historic farmsteads 
are likely to be closely related to the origins of the field systems of 
the zone.  There are a number of historic field boundaries surviving 
to the south and east of the zone which represent the physical 
remains of the post medieval piecemeal enclosure of this landscape. 

Medium 

Aesthetic value: The integrity of the historic landscape character 
has been impacted to some degree by the removal of field 
boundaries during the mid to late 20th century.  However, within the 
field system to the south and east of the zone the historic field 
boundaries retain the overall character relating to the post medieval 
piecemeal enclosure despite the removal of many hedgerows.  The 
historic character is enhanced by the survival of the rural lanes 
cutting through the zone. 

Medium 

Communal value: The historic landscape character of the zone can 
only be accessed from the lanes.  Further research would enhance 
an understanding of the role of the zone in the history of the parish. 

Low 

 
2.3.3 Recommendations 
  
The heritage values reflect the fact that the historic field pattern has been 
impacted by the removal of hedgerows and thus eroding the overall historic 
character.  However, despite this the origins of the field pattern to the south 
and east is still apparent in the landscape through the survival of typically 
sinuous boundaries.  The historic character is also enhanced through the 
survival of three historic farmsteads and a Grade II Listed timber frame 
cottage.  The contribution of these properties to the history of project area 
would be improved through further research. 
 

• The continuation of the incorporation of distinctive and well preserved 
historic buildings onto the local list to assist in the long term 
conservation of the local distinctiveness of the historic character of 
Pattingham. 

 

• Should land within the zone be allocated in SSC’s SHLAA and Sites 
Allocation Document any proposed development should seek to 
complement and conserve the fabric and legibility of the historic 
character of the settlement.  Any such development should also be 
designed to enhance the local distinctiveness and respect the local 
vernacular in terms of its scale and architectural form (PPS 5 policy HE 
7.5)166.  Reference should also be made to South Staffordshire’s 
Village Design Guide for local vernacular and building materials167.     

 

• There is a low to moderate potential for below ground archaeological 
remains to survive within the zone.  However, archaeological 
evaluation and/or mitigation may be required to fulfil PPS 5 policies HE 
6 and HE 12 dependent upon the nature and scale of works168. 
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 Communities and Local Government 2010; English Heritage et al 2010: 26 and 35 
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 South Staffordshire Council 2009: 74-75 and Section 6 94-130 
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